NHATS Round 4

Section  WB  [WELL-BEING]  Sequence: 30

BOX WB1PRE  BOXWB1PRE  NOT ON FILE

If PROXY flag=1 (YES), go to Section IP – Insurance Plans.
Otherwise, continue.

WB1PRE  WB1PRE  NOT ON FILE

QUESTION TEXT
The next few questions focus on your feelings over the last month.
PRESS 1 AND ENTER TO CONTINUE

WB1  R4 WB1 OFTEN YOU FEEL CHEERFUL
wb4offelche1

wb4offelche2  R4 WB1 OFTEN YOU FEEL BORED

wb4offelche3  R4 WB1 OFTEN YOU FEEL FULL OF LIFE

wb4offelche4  R4 WB1 OFTEN YOU FEEL UPSET

DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS:
Use “Same Question Stem” display.
If at WB1a, do not display question text in brackets.
Otherwise, display question text in brackets.

QUESTION TEXT:
SHOW CARD WB1

{}During the last month, how often did you feel{}
{variable text [a-d]}

RESPONSE [1] a. cheerful?
RESPONSE [2] b. bored?
RESPONSE [3] c. full of life?
RESPONSE [4] d. upset?

{}Would you say every day, most days, some days, rarely, or never{}?

CODES
1  EVERY DAY (7 DAYS A WEEK)
2  MOST DAYS (5-6 DAYS A WEEK)
3  SOME DAYS (2-4 DAYS A WEEK)
4  RARELY (ONCE A WEEK OR LESS)
5  NEVER
   REFUSED
   DON’T KNOW

PROGRAMMER INSTRUCTIONS:
WB2

wb4truestme1  R4 WB2 SP LIFE HAS MEANING PURPS
wb4truestme2  R4 WB2 SP FEELS CONFIDENT
wb4truestme3  R4 WB2 SP GAVE UP IMPROVING LIFE
wb4truestme4  R4 WB2 SP LIKES LIVING SITUATION

DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS:
Use “Same Question Stem” display.
If at WB2a, do not display question text in brackets.
Otherwise, display question text in brackets.

QUESTION TEXT:

{}Next, tell me whether you agree a lot, a little, or not at all with the following statements about your life.{}

{variable text [a-d]}


CODES

1  AGREE A LOT
2  AGREE A LITTLE
3  AGREE NOT AT ALL
   REFUSED
   DON’T KNOW

PROGRAMMER INSTRUCTIONS:

Array the responses and Variable text columns in the panel.
Display 'variable text' in the a-d sequence until all rows have been displayed.

WB3

wb4ageyofeel  R4 WB3 AGEYO FEEL MOST OF TIME

QUESTION TEXT:

Sometimes people feel older or younger than their age. During the last month, what age did you feel most of the time?

ENTER AGE

ENTER NUMBER

Range 18 to 110
   REFUSED
   DON’T KNOW
DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS:

Use “Same Question Stem” display.

If at WB4a, do not display question text in brackets.

Otherwise, display question text in brackets.

QUESTION TEXT:

{{For these last few statements, please tell me if you agree a lot, a little, or not at all.[]}}

{variable text [a-c]}

RESPONSE [1] a. Other people determine most of what I can and cannot do.
RESPONSE [2] b. When I really want to do something, I usually find a way to do it.
RESPONSE [3] c. I have an easy time adjusting to change.

CODES

1 AGREE A LOT
2 AGREE A LITTLE
3 AGREE NOT AT ALL
   REFUSED
   DON'T KNOW

PROGRAMMER INSTRUCTIONS:

Array the responses and Variable text columns in the panel.
Display 'variable text' in the a-c sequence until all rows have been displayed.

Go to Section IP – Insurance Plans.